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Galacticraft moon dungeon no boss

Christmas sale 40% OFF ends in: It took three real days of searching on the moon... going too far from my base, before I find a single Dungeon of the Moon. Imagine my disappointment when I found out it ended after the sixth room without a boss room. I haven't found another lunar dungeon yet. Is it normal to find a
dungeon without a boss? Has the frequency of the dungeon's appearance changed? I also noticed that Cheese Ore is super rare on the Moon of my world as well, although the Wiki says it should have generated at the same frequency as Tin. After being on the Moon for over a week (real time) I found a total of 2 Cheese
Ores and several piles of Tin Ores. Has cheese ores frequency changed to be rarer since the Wiki was written? Pastebin won't let me paste my entire fml-client file, is it okay to post it in sections? I'm also finding more and more incompletely generated Moon Villages as I explore the Moon even more. I often find a single
section of the villagers house wall. a single section of wooden path... or a single tree farm section. It seems to be getting worse the more land I carry. Would that be related to the incomplete moon dungeon? Okay, I found a second Moon Dungeon, and this one had a boss room, a boss, and a schematic moon buggy. So
I'm feeling much better. I'm still interested in whether the Non-Chief-Here Dungeons are a normal thing. Just one more player's note. Could you use some old version? Or map generation is not 100% bug-free and in this dice game your case was extremely bad. It was 3.0.9 when I was exploring Moon. Dungeons were
somehow hard to find, and were first found 2K away from the landing site. But some later I found another just 300 from the landing site in the same direction None of them were incomplete and level 2 rocket schemes were recovered. There were many lunar villages. As I run the server and there is a record output on the
generation of villages, I mentioned that these are very plentiful. None was as small as a single wall or a single slice of a tree farm - they were all generally good. We haven't explored the lunar caves much, but get to know some cheese ores. Less than Tin Ores, but not as dramatically as his case. Sorry my english isn't
perfect. It seems that about 10-20% of dungeons will have some sort of room/dead end problem like this. The exact cause is unknown, otherwise we'd have fixed it. In some cases, you may find it a blocked corridor, but the 'missing' part of the dungeon is beyond blocking. If not, it doesn't seem too difficult for the player to
have to find another dungeon. Dungeons can be By the surface feature: there will be a dungeon entry on the surface. Of course, they are rare: just like rare dungeons in vanilla Minecraft, and vanilla dungeons don't have any surface features to help help help Cheese ore is being generated. It's not as common as the can:
I don't know where that idea comes from. But it is more common than vanilla emerald ore or lapis: the only problem is that it can be found at any time, from rock to surface. The broken lunar villages seem to be a problem if possible, please post a screenshot showing the coordinates and also post your world seed. So we
can test it using the same seed and see what's going on. One possible explanation is that you changed your modlist after you've already generated a part of the Moon on this map: that it could make the generation happen differently in newer parts of the Moon, which means you'll have bugs and broken things in the fault
line between bits generated before and pieces generated after the change. Thanks for your radfast help. I have no other mods on my Minecraft. I changed my Galacticraft mods to the latest version after discovering that none of my meteoric iron recipes were working on the version I had. You think that caused this? This
is the most fun fragment in the village. It's a two-block slice of village with the outermost wall section if a house and a bit of a tree farm. The nearest full village is more than 300 blocks away. I don't know why it says I have 6 active mods when I removed the old Galacticraft mods from my mod folder. There should only be
three. Last edit: Apr 22, 2015 This is a solitary fragment of tree farm that was generated with one side of the water channel missing. That sounds like the problem of the part limits I mentioned. Looking back, we made a change to Galacticraft worldgen in version 3.0.9.296 so that could have had that effect if part of your
map was made using a version older than 296. If you haven't built any base on the Moon, or don't mind rebuilding your moon base, the best approach here might be to just delete the Moon from your map (which is the DIM-28 folder in your saved world) and have Galacticraft re-manage it. Otherwise, you will have to put
up with these map errors that I fear. There's nothing more we can do about it, it's not a flaw in the current version of Galacticraft - if you generate a new lunar map now, it should be good. That sounds like the problem of the part limits I mentioned. Looking back, we made a change to Galacticraft worldgen in version
3.0.9.296 so that could have had that effect if part of your map was made using a version older than 296. If you haven't built any base on the Moon, or don't mind rebuilding your moon base, the best approach here might be to just delete the Moon from your map (which is the DIM-28 folder in your saved world) and have
Galacticraft re-manage it. Otherwise, you will have to put up with these map errors that I fear. There is no nothing we can do about it, it's not a flaw in the current version of Galacticraft - if you generate a new lunar map now, it should be good. I I'm going to stick with my current map, crazy fragments of the village and
everything. It took me a lot of time and effort to build my current moon base, and I managed to find a dungeon with a chef and more cheese ore. However, I would like to thank you for your time. I hope this post can help other people who have this problem. Even more ashamed. I just found a dungeon in: X: -499 Z: 602 ...
which is less than 500 blocks from my Moonbase. I must have passed without seeing him 20 times! If you decide to throw my seed to try to help me. I've found this one. It took me a long time and effort to build my current independent lunar base, I think you might want to show your independent lunar base so we can see
it... if you want: it seems that about 10-20% of dungeons will have some kind of room missing/dead end problem like this. The exact cause is unknown, otherwise we'd have fixed it. My two bets: As for both: this has always been in my way, that I have to walk a hallway between the chief's room and the treasure room,
that's anti-climax. Once I've beaten the boss, I don't want to face any other weaker crowd anymore, I'd rather go straight to open the treasure chest. That means the hallway between the two rooms should disappear. (not to climb) Both rooms would be generated as a single piece of construction, without a corridor
between. Instead, there would be a door (the yellow striped block) made of blocks that break when you hit the boss and pick up the key. Last edit: Apr 23, 2015 First search the surface for a dark, deep crater on the moon, then make sure you have blocks to get out of the hole. Jump through the hole when you're ready.
Take some shiny stone torches or shiny stone blocks with you to illuminate the dungeon tunnels. In some rooms of the dungeon there will be mafia stoothpers on the floor. Break them as soon as you can before you get overwhelmed. You'll also find rooms with chests in the dungeon with treasures in them, and once
you've reached the boss's room (a large room with lava pillars in the corners) an evolved skeleton Chief will spawn. He will shoot arrows at you, catch him and throw him on the pillars and he will drop the level 1 dungeon key when killed. Take this key when you kill him and go to the main treasure room. You can identify
this room with a red chest in the middle with shiny stone pillars in the corners. Right-click on the chest and you will unlock it. Right-click to open it, it must contain a scheme for a level 2 rocket, the lunar buggy, or both. Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless noted otherwise. This repository has been archived
Owner. Now it's just reading. Watch 88 Star 491 Fork 299 You can't perform this action at this time. A moment. signed with another tab or window. Recharge to update your session. You went out on another account or window. Recharge to update your session. Home Forums &gt; Community Area &gt; Support Forums
&gt; Archive (Support Forums) &gt; Crackpack &gt; Discussion on 'Crackpack' started by LordFungi, February 2, 2017. (You must log in or sign up to reply here.) Home Forums &gt; Community Area &gt; Support Forums &gt; Archive (Support Forums) &gt; Crackpack &gt; I'm using Galacticraft with Extraplanets on a
server with my friends. I was the first person to go to the moon but when I found a dungeon and went into the chief's office nothing happened. I found three more dungeons and they all had no boss. I can't go on without the key that the boss drops and I ran out of air and had to go home. I don't know why this is
happening and it's never happened before. Please help. Help.
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